
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 10, pp. 611 { 615 c 2012 May 25Bose analogs of MIT bag model of hadrons in coherent precessionS.Autti+, V. B.Eltsov+, G. E.Volovik+�+Low Temperature Laboratory, School of Science and Technology, Aalto UniversityP.O.Box 11000, Fl-00076, Aalto, Finland�Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, 119334 Moscow, RussiaSubmitted 16 April 2012Recently it was demonstrated that magnon condensation in the trap exhibits the phenomenon of self-localization [1]. When the number of magnons in the textural trap increases, they drastically modify the pro�leof the gap and highly increase its size. The trap gradually transforms from the initial harmonic one to thebox with walls almost impenetrable for magnons. The resulting texture-free \cavity" �lled by the magnoncondensate wave function becomes the bosonic analog of the MIT bag, in which hadron is seen as a cavitysurrounded by the QCD vacuum, in which the free quarks are con�ned in the ground or excited state. Here,we consider the bosonic analog of the MIT bag with quarks on the ground and excited levels.In [1] it was demonstrated that the Bose{Einsteincondensation (BEC) of magnons in the exible trap ex-hibits the phenomenon of self-localization with forma-tion of a box. This phenomenon is not unique in nature.Other examples of self-formation of a box-like trappingpotential are the electron bubble in liquid helium and theMIT bag model of a hadron [2], where the asymptoti-cally free quarks are con�ned within a cavity surroundedby the QCD vacuum. Here we discuss the analogy ofmagnon BEC with the MIT bag model.The MIT bag model has been used for constructionof di�erent hadrons, including mesons, baryons and evenmultiquark hadrons, such as tetraquarks [3] and pen-taquarks [4]. In the MIT bag model, free quarks areforced to move only inside a given spatial region, withinwhich they occupy single-particle orbitals. MIT bag isdescribed by the following energy whose minimizationdetermines the equilibrium radius R of a given hadron:E(R) =Xa Narm2ac4 + ~2c2x2aR2 + F (R);F (R) = B 4�R33 : (1)Here, the �rst term is the kinetic energy of quarks withmasses ma in the cavity of radius R, where parametersxa are determined by the boundary conditions for fermi-ons on the boundary of the bag. For the fermion in theground state in the box, and in the ultra-relativistic limitof vanishing fermionic masses, ma ! 0, the parameterx = 2:04. The second term is the potential energy, Bis the so-called bag constant that reects the bag pres-sure. At zero temperature, the bag constant B is thedi�erence in the energy density between the false vac-uum inside the bag (the decon�nement phase) and thetrue QCD vacuum outside (the con�nement phase). In

the non-relativistic limit, ignoring the term which doesnot depend on R, one getsE(R) =Xa Na ~2x2a2maR2 + F (R) : (2)The same equation describes the electron bubble in su-peruid 4He, where m is the electron mass; x = �2for the ground state level; the potential energy F (R) == (4�=3)R3P +4��R2, with P being the external pres-sure and � the surface tension. For extension to themulti-electron bubbles in superuid 4He see [5].This consideration is applicable for magnon BEC.The original harmonic trap for magnons is schemati-cally shown in Fig. 1 [1]. The con�nement potential

Fig. 1. Original magneto-textural trap for magnons. Theoscillator frequency !z of the well in the axial directionin (5) can be regulated by the �eld in the pinch coil. Thefrequency !r in the radial direction can be adjusted by ap-plying rotation, since the vortex-free superuid ow or thearray of rectilinear vortex lines created by rotation modi-�es the are-out texture l̂(r)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012 611 8�



612 S.Autti, V. B.Eltsov, G. E.VolovikUk(z) = H(z) in the axial direction is produced bylocal perturbation of magnetic �eld with a small pinchcoil. In the radial direction the well U?(r) is formedby the cylindrically symmetric are-out texture of theorbital vector l (direction of the orbital momentum ofCooper pairs). It comes from the spin-orbit interactionenergy [6] U?(r)j	j2 = 2
2L5!L [1� l(r)] j	j2 ; (3)where 	 is the wave function of magnon condensate, andl = l̂ � Ĥ � cos�L describes the orientation of the orbitalmomentum l̂ with respect to the direction Ĥ of magnetic�eld. On the side wall of the cylindrical container theorbital momentum l̂ is normal to the wall, while in thecenter it is parallel to the axially oriented applied mag-netic �eld. This produces a minimum of the potentialU?(r) on the cylinder axis. So the total con�nementpotential for the 	-�eld isU(r) = Uk(z) + U?(r) = !L(z) + 2
2L5!L [1� l(r)] : (4)Close to the axis the polar angle �L of the l̂-vector varieslinearly with distance r from the axis. As a result, thepotential U(r) reduces to that of a usual harmonic trapused for the con�nement of dilute Bose gases [7]:U(r) = U(0) + mM2 �!2zz2 + !2rr2� ; (5)where we take into account that the axial trap is alsoclose to harmonic. The harmonicity of the initialtrap was checked by measurement of the spectrum ofmagnons { standing spin waves in the trap, which wasfound to have nearly equidistant levels. The equidistantlevels of spin precession localised around the minimumof the external magnetic �eld have been derived in Ref.[8] using the full set of Leggett equations for spin dy-namics of 3He-B.In the analogy with the MIT bag, the exible tex-ture of the orbital momentum l̂ plays the role of eitherthe pion �eld or the non-perturbative gluonic �eld de-pending on the microscopic structure of the con�nementphase. The trap is modi�ed by pumped magnons dueto spin-orbit interaction in (3): the condensation of �eld	 in the trap leads to the preferable orientation of l̂parallel to magnetic �eld, l = 1, in the region of thetrap. In other words the condensate repels the l̂-�eldfrom the region, where magnons are localized. At largenumber N of magnons in the trap the systems becomessimilar to MIT bag with cavity free from the orbital�eld, which is occupied by magnons. So magnons, likequarks, dig a hole pushing the orbital �eld away due to

Fig. 2. Simulation of formation of the multi-magnon bubblewith magnon condensate on the ground state level, nr = 0,in the cell of radius Rc = 3 mm in the vessel rotating withangular velocity 
 = 0:8 rad/s in the vortex-free state fordi�erent number of pumped of magnons. (top): �L is thepolar angle of the orbital l̂-vector, cos �L(r) = l̂(r) � ẑ �� l(r). It plays the role of neutral �eld, which providesthe trap potential for the charged �eld 	 according to (3).(bottom): �M(r) is the tipping angle of precessing magne-tization. It is related to the charged �eld { the wave func-tion of magnon BEC { as 	 � sin(�M=2) exp(i!t + i�),see [6]. Here, ! and � are the frequency and the phaseof coherent precession, which in the magnon BEC lan-guage are the chemical potential and the phase of the Bosecondensate correspondingly. The total transverse magne-tization M? = R dV �H sin�M(r) is connected with thenumber of magnons N = R dV j	j2 / R dV [1� cos �M(r)].In �gure, M denotes the normalized magnetization, M == V �1 R dV sin�M(r). With increasing M and thus withincreasing N , the neutral �eld �L(r) is more e�ectivelyrepelled from the region of the magnon condensate dueto repulsive interaction in (3). As a result, the harmonictrap gradually transforms to the box (top), while the wavefunction of the condensate 	 gradually transforms to theBessel function (bottom)the repulsive interaction, see Fig. 2. The main di�erencefrom the MIT bag model is that magnons are bosons andmay macroscopically occupy the same energy state in thetrap, forming the Bose-condensate, while in MIT bag thenumber of fermions on the same energy level is limitedby the Pauli principle. The bosonic bag becomes equiv-alent to the fermionic bag in the limit of large numberof quark avors, when N � 1 quarks may occupy thesame level. Without loosing generality, we may considerthe 2D approximation, i.e. the 2D cylindrical trap. Inthe limit of large N , the radius R of the cavity �lledwith N magnons occupying the quantum state with ra-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



Bose analogs of MIT bag model of hadrons in coherent precession 613dial number nr is determined by a balance of two termsin the total energy of the bag [1]:E(R; nr) = N �nr (R) + F (R); �nr (R) = ~2�2nr+12mMR2 :(6)The �rst term on the rhs is magnon zero-point energy inthe cavity. It is the magnon number N in the Bose con-densate times the energy �nr of a single magnon on theradial level nr in the cylindrical box with impenetrablewalls. In NMR experiments only the energy levels withzero azimuthal quantum number are excited. They aremeasured as the shift of the frequency of the NMR peak,corresponding to excitation of a magnon, with respectto the Larmor frequency !L:�! = ! � !L = �nr~ = ~�2nr+12mMR2 : (7)Here, mM is as before the magnon mass, and the para-meter x in (2) equals the nr + 1-th root of the Besselfunction, x = �nr+1, which corresponds to the properboundary condition for the magnons populating the ra-dial level nr in the impenetrable box. The potentialenergy F (R) in (6) corresponds to the pressure exertedto the bag by the �eld of the orbital texture, which isexpelled from the bag. It is the di�erence in the energyof the orbital �eld texture with and without the cavity.Experimental results for the ground state magnoncondensate in [1] demonstrated that they can be repro-duced by the phenomenological equation (6) if one as-sumes that there is the scaling law F (R) / Rk. Mini-mization of the phenomenological equation (6) with re-spect to R suggests that at large N the radius of local-ization approaches the asymptote:R(N ) � ar (N=Nc)1=(k+2) ; N � Nc; (8)where ar is the harmonic oscillator length in the orig-inal radial trap (at N � Nc), Nc is the characteristicnumber at which the scaling starts. In experiments, thedependence of the transverse magnetizationM? on thefrequency shift �! is measured. As distinct from themagnon number N = R d2rj	j2, where 	 is the wavefunction of magnon condensate, the transverse mag-netization density represents the order parameter andis proportional to 	. The total magnetization is thusM? / R d2rj	j / N 1=2R. Since �! / 1=R2 accordingto (7), one obtains M? / (�!)�1�k=4. The measuredtransverse magnetization suggests that for large N thescaling law is approached with k � 3. The magneti-zation estimated in numerical simulations also suggeststhat under experimental conditions the k = 3 scaling

is the reasonable �t [1], which is just the scaling corre-sponding to the MIT bag model.In the above approach the energy consideration hasbeen used, where the energy potential is obtained by av-eraging over fast precession. The numerical simulationsof the Q-ball, which used the full dynamical equationsfor spin and order parameter in one-dimensional texturaltrap, can be found in [9].Incidentally, for an atomic condensate in harmonictrap the radius R as a function of number of atomsat large N also approaches the scaling in Eq. (8) withk = 3 [7]. This behavior results from the repulsiveinter-particle interactions in the Thomas{Fermi limit.However, this similarity in the scaling law k = 3 bothwith atomic condensate and with MIT bag model is ac-cidental. Moreover, the k = 3 scaling is actually indisagreement with the typical bag models. If the maincontribution to the pressure comes from the bulk, as ithappens for the hadron model, then the energy F (R)should be proportional to the volume of the bag, andthen for the two-dimensional radial trap one would ex-pect F (R) = �R2P , i.e. k = 2. On the other hand, ifthe main contribution to the pressure comes from thesurface tension, as it happens for electron bubble inliquid helium at P = 0, then the energy F (R) shouldbe proportional to the surface area, and for our 2Dcase this would give F (R) = 2��R, i.e. k = 1. Theobserved more soft behavior with approximate scalinglaw k � 3 in the 2D case reects the exibility ofthe orbital �eld, which is inhomogeneous outside thecavity. On general grounds, F (R) depends on severallength scales: radius R of the bubble; radius Rc ofthe cylindrical container, where the boundary conditionson the l̂-texture are imposed; and the textural healinglengths: magnetic length �H (the thickness of the layernear the wall of the container in which the orientationof l̂ by magnetic �eld is restored) and the lengths re-lated to the orientational e�ects of rotation and vorticeson l̂.We investigated numerically the scaling law emerg-ing for the condensates formed on the ground and excitedlevels for textures in the rotating vessel of two di�erentsizes. In the MIT bag model the shape of the bag isspherical if all quarks are in the ground state. Whenconsidering excited hadrons in which quarks occupy alsothe higher energy levels, the non-spherical shapes of thebag must also be considered. In our case this would cor-respond to the magnon bubble with broken axial sym-metry. However, so far in our NMR experiments wewere able to excite and grow BEC condensates only withzero azimuthal quantum numbers, so that the shape ofthe bag with such condensates is automatically cylindri-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012
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Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 but with the condensateformed at the �rst excited radial level in the trap, nr = 1.The at region with l = 1 develops at large transversemagnetization (top), indicating the formation of a box inwhich magnons are condensed on the �rst excited level(bottom). The wave function 	 of the condensate has anodecal. Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate numerical simulations ofthe formation of the magnon condensates on correspond-ingly ground state level and on the excited radial levelin the original harmonic trap formed by the vortex-freetexture in the experimental cell of radius Rc = 3mm inthe cryostat rotating as 
 = 0:8 rad/s. At large num-ber of pumped magnons the original harmonic trap ismodi�ed: for all radial quantum numbers nr the trapgradually transforms to the cylindrical box free fromthe l̂ texture.We checked how well the modi�ed trap represents thecylindrical box with the wall impenetrable for magnons.For such a box �lled with magnons on n-th level theradius as a function of the frequency shift is given by(7). Figure 4 demonstrates the dependence of R on thefrequency shift for di�erent radial quantum numbers nrof the magnon condensate in the trap both from numeri-cal simulations and from the phenomenological equation(7). One can see that with decreasing frequency the har-monic states of the condensate gradually approach thestates in the box which obey Eq. (7).Both in experiments and in the numerical simula-tions in [1], all the length scales were of the same order,and thus no really small parameter was available, whichcould justify the scaling law with k � 3. The true scal-ing behavior may only appear in some limit cases. Oneof the limit cases may take place in the large vessel ro-tating with angular velocity 
 in a vortex-free state inthe regime, when Rc � R � �v � �H , where �v is the

Fig. 4. Log{Log plot of the radius of the magnon bubble asa function of the frequency shift for the magnon BEC inthe ground state and on three excited levels. Solid lines {numerical simulations, dashed lines correspond to Eq. (7)describing the energy levels in a cylindrical boxhealing length related to counterow jvs � vnj = 
r,which orients l̂ in the plane. In the large vessel withcounterow the boundary of the vessel are not impor-tant, because the main orientational e�ect comes fromthe counterow, so that within the cavity one has l = 1due to spin-orbit interaction (3) of the l̂-�eld with thecondensate, while outside the cavity one has l = 0 due tocounterow. As a result, the energy F (R) is simply theexcess of the orientational energy of the counterow inthe cavity F (R) / �R2(
R)2, i.e. the scaling law withk = 4 emerges in the limit of large vessel, or large coun-teow. This gives for the radius of the magnon BEC bagat large N the asymptoteR � N 1=6: (9)We probed this regime in our simulations using thevortex free texture in the rotating vessel with large ra-dius Rc = 30 mm. Fig. 5 demonstrates the texture andthe condensate density in case of the magnon BEC on the�rst excited level. Qualitatively the behavior is similarto that in Fig. 3, obtained for the experimental cell withthe radiusRc = 3 mm. The power law in the dependenceR(N ) of radius of the magnon BEC bag calculated forthe ground state condensate, isR � N 0:178: (10)This power is more close to 1=6 � 0:167 in (9), whichcorresponds to k = 4, rather than to 0:2 for k = 3.The MIT bag model is used also for description oflarge (macroscopic) box with the decon�nement phaseinside, which is �lled with thermal quarks and gluons�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012
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Fig. 5. The same as in Fig. 3 for the �rst excited state, butin the larger vessel (radius Rc = 30mm). On the plot onlythe central part of texture is shown: for r > 3 mm thereis nothing interesting to be seen, since the texture practi-cally reaches the constant value l = 0 prescribed by thecounterow, while the wavefunctions are equal to zeroforming the quark-gluon plasma, and with the hadronicphase outside, which contains only massive particles,such as pions. Using macroscopic MIT box one can de-scribe the con�nement-decon�nement phase transition,see e.g. [10]. In our case the analog of such transitionoccurs, when the magnon density reaches the value atwhich the orientational e�ect of the magnon BEC onthe orbital �eld exceeds the competing orientational ef-fect of the counterow in the whole vessel. This happenswhen sin�M � !L
L 
Rvpb ; (11)where vpb is the pair breaking velocity and 
L is the so-called Leggett frequency, which characterizes the spin-orbit interaction. When this threshold is reached, thetexture (which is an analog of the pion �eld) is com-pletely wiped out of the vessel, and the whole vesselbecomes occupied by the magnon BEC { the counter-part of plasma of free quarks and gluons. However, thecoherent precession in the whole vessel is known to ex-perience Suhl instability { the catastrophic relaxation[11, 12, 13].In conclusion, the extension of the MIT bag modelto bosons allows us to describe the self-localization ofmagnon Bose-condensate. The magnon bag is the kindof the Q-ball [14] formed due to interaction between
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